
Horses perform better with axis rubber
matting.

Ourrange of equestrian rubber matting has been designed to provide safer
surfacing solutions for horses, handlers and trainers alike. Our selection of rubber
mats provides horses with confidence and comfort while walking and resting. They
also reduce the wear on the horse's hooves through the unabrasive nature of the
rubber, unlike concrete or timber. Our rubber mats also reduce the risk of slipping
and provide a quieter and warmer environment that is hygienic and very easy to
clean with a hose or broom. Axis rubber mats provide the horse, handler, and
trainer a safer, quieter, warmer, more hygienic and comfortable environment to
work and perform in.

anti-slip
reduced hoof wear
Non Abrasive
Comforatable

Equiestrian rubber matting

warmer environment
quiet environment
reduced bedding costs
easy installation



Provides animals with optimal grip and confidence.
Honeycomb design on the underside provides comfort and deflection.
Facilitates faster and more confident movement of animals.
Simple to install.
Natural rubber compound.
High profiled surface for optimal grip
Strong interlock on two sides for a near-seamless joint
Recessed holes to accommodate stainless steel fixings sub-surface.
Easy to clean with water, pressurewasher or broom

The Axis Extreme Grip is a high grip interlocking mat that provides animals a comfortable, stable and
hard-wearing surface ideal for use in stables, walkways, courtyards, and wash areas.
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installation.
All our range of mats are an easy DIY installation or we can install your project for you. Contact us
today for a site measure and quote.

Please refer to axisind.com.au for installation guides.

axis extreme grip mat

axis ultra grip mat.

The Axis Ultra Grip Mat has a finer hex-
pattern to the top and a studded
underside.

Wetpour rubber surfacing.

We can provide wet pour rubber surfacing for stables, walkways, walkers and any
area you require using Australian recycled rubber and high quality binders.

horse transportation surfacing.
walls and floors.

Our hammer top
8mm or 10mm thick
rubber is non-slip,
soft, easily cut to size
and easy to clean.
Contact Adhesive
and sealants
available for simple
DIY installation.

tailgate ramps.

Low Rib Mat

High Rib Mat

https://www.axisind.com.au/stainless-steel-fixings

